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Let A be an algebra and let F be any homomorphism from A onto the scalar
field. A functional <P on A is called a derivation of A at the point F if
<l>(fg) = F(f)<P(g) + <l>(f)F(g)
for all/, g in A.
The notion of the point derivation has been studied for many years, especially in
the case when A. is a Banach algebra. For some classes of function algebras necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a point derivation are known (see e.g.
[1], [2]). In 1967 J. Wermer gave an example of a compact subset K of the complex
plane such that the function algebra R(K) generated by rational functions with poles
outside K is a proper subalgebra of C(K) but there exists no continuous derivation
at any point of K ([3]). In the same paper J. Wermer posed the following problem:
Does there exist a Banach algebra B such that
(i) there is no continuous derivation at any point from the maximal ideal space
ofB,
(ii) the Shilov boundary of the algebra B is a proper subset of its maximal ideal
space?
In this paper we give an example of a function algebra A (this is a commutative
2
2
Banach algebra with unit in which every element / satisfies | | / | | = ||/|| ) possessing
both the above properties.
Theorem. There exists a function algebra A such that
(i) there is no non-zero derivation at any point of the maximal ideal space of A,
(ii) the Shilov boundary of A is a proper subset of the maximal ideal space of A.
Proof. We shall define A as a direct limit of a directed system (A a , <pa,a')aer of
function algebras and algebra homomorphisms. The index set F is the product of
the set of positive integers IV and the set of all finite subsets of the unit disc D =
= {zed
\z\ < 1}.
If

a = {nu{Xu
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..., Xk}}

and

then we define
a -< a' <=> nt \ n\

and {Xl9..., Aj .= {X\9..., A}} .

As the first step to obtain Aa we define algebras Aa. If a = {n9 {Xl9..., Xk}} then Aa
is a commutative algebra formally generated by the set of k generators {f„txi9 •••
• -•9fn,xk} and the unit; this means Xa is the algebra of all finite formal series of the
form
v

Eйv(L,J '---(L.J

(1)
where

v = (vt

Vfc

v*)є({0}uN)*

If a -< a' where
a = {n9{Xl9...9Xk}}

and

a' = {/.«, {Xl9...9Xk9 Xk+l9...,

A.}} ,

then we define a map tf>lata>: Aa-+ Aa,:

^•(ixa,, j v i • - • (f„. j v k ) = I«V(/.».A,)''V' •... • (//.„,Afc)'Vt .
It is easy to check that <pla a, is an algebra homomorphism.
For each a e F we now define a seminorm pa on ^ a . For this purpose we denote
k
k
by r (z) the k-th branch of therc-throot of a complex number z (0 ^ fc < n): r n(z) =
= exp (l/n(Log z + 2k7ri)) where Log z is the main branch of the logarithm of
z ( — 7i < Im Log z g TC).
If fe Aa is of the form (l) then we define
pJJ) = sup
0^/i<n

snp\Zav{r'n'{z-X1)y-...-{r':{z-Xk)y'\.
zeD

0^.fc<n

A simple computation shows that pa is a seminorm on Aa and that for any fe Aa
we have

(M/))2 - p«(/2) •
This proves that the completion of the algebra Ajkcr pa is a function algebra. We
will denote it by Aa and its norm by || || a .
By the definition of {paa, we have

(2)

P„{f) =

pMAf))-

Thus (paa, defines an isometric embedding cpat<x> of Aa into Aa> which is also an algebra
homomorphism. We set

U, H) = M K J •!!-).?..«•)•
r
To prove the first part of the theorem assume to the contrary that there exist a func231

tional F from the maximal ideal space of A and a non-zero derivation <P: A -+ C
at the point F.
The functional # being non-zero it is not equal to zero on some of the generators
fnM of some of the algebras Aao.
Notice that (f 2Mo ) 2 = fnM in A, so the equality

*(/.. J = *((f2„, J 2 ) = 2F(f2Mo) 0(f2„,,o)
gives
(3)

njaMo) * 0 and *(f 2Mo ) * 0 .

Notice also thatfi, 0 — A07 = f1Xo in A.
Hence
(4)

*(A.o) = 4>(f1>0 - V f) = *tA. J =
= ^((f2n,A„)2n) = 2n(F(f2n> J ) 2 " " 1 <*>(/2Mo) * 0.

Let F(fi,0) = c- The norm of the element f i , 0 of the algebra A is equal to one,
hence \c\ = 1.
Assume first that \c\ < 1, then
(F(h,c))2 = F((f2>cy) = F(fuc) = F(/. ,0 - c. 1) = 0
and we get
*(/i.o) = *(/i.o - c. i ) = *(fi, c ) = *((/ 2 ,c) 2 ) = 2 F(f2,c) <^(f2,c) = 0 ,

which contradicts (4).
Suppose now that \c\ = 1, and consider $ and F as functionals on the subalgebra
^(i,o) of- 4 -

The algebra -4(i,0) being the disc algebra A(D) we arrive at the following conclusion:
the functional # is a non-zero derivation of the disc algebra A(D) at the point c
from the boundary of the disc.
This is impossible ([1]) and the contradiction proves the first part of Theorem.
Now observe that by the definition of the norm || ||a, for any complex number c
of modulus not greater than one, there are linear and multiplicative functionals on A9
assuming the value c for the element fi50.
It follows that in order to prove the second part of Theorem it is sufficient to show
that if a functional F is in the Shilov boundary of A then |F(fi,0)| = 1.
Assume that this is not the case. Then it is not the case for somefinitelygenerated
subalgebra Aa of A9 either. This means that there exists a linear and multiplicative
functional F0 on the algebra Aa such that |F0(fi,0)| < 1 and such that F0 is in the
Shilov boundary of Aa.
Moreover, the density of the Choquet boundary in the Shilov boundary allows us
to assume that F0 is even in the Choquet boundary of Aa. Taking another a, if
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necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that F0(/i,o) = ^-l a n d ^ e
index a of our subalgebra Aa is of the form a = {n9 {ki9 kl9..., Xk}}.
From the definition of || ||a we see that the elemenets (fn^n + A,-. 1 of the algebra Aa coincide forj = 1,..., k. Thus there exist non-negative integers li9 ll9..., lk9
all less than n9 such that
Fo(f„,xj) = rlih - Xj) for

j=l,...,fc.

Let 8 = inf \Xt — Xj\ and let
2šj^k

Rj-AzeC:\z +

Xí-Xj\^-\-*C

be any analytic branches of the n-th root such that
RS(XX - X}) = rliX, -Xj),

j = 2, 3,...,fc.

We define a homomorphism T from the algebra Aa into the algebra of all analytic
functions on the disc £>(0, c5/2) = {zeC: \z\ g c5/2}:

nz«v(L,A 1 ) v, .....(f Mfc ) v ") =
= X>v-v,(R2(z" + Xt - A2))v>

(Rk(z" + A. - Ak))Vk .

By the definition of pa, for any fin Ax we have

sup

\T(f)(z)\^px(f),

zeD(0,d/2)

hence Ogives a norm one homomorphism Tfrom the algebra Aa into the disc algebra
A(D(0, <5/2)).
Composing Ton the left with a usual function derivation at the point zero, we get
a non-zero norm one derivation # on the algebra Aa at the point F0.
To complete the proof it is sufficient to use the well-known fact that there never
exists a continuous non-zero derivation at a point from the Choquet boundary of
an algebra. Since the proof of this fact is very short and simple we recall it below
instead of giving the references.
If F0 is in the Choquet boundary of an algebra A then there is a net (g,) contained
in A such that
a.(F0) = l = lgt\\ for all

iel

and (af) tends uniformly to zero off any neighbourhood of F0. Hence the net (gt . / i ^ )
tends to zero in the norm. Consequently, we have
lim^./^^O.
However, on the other hand,
0(9, -h,x) = Fo(9i) *(fi,xt) + *(9i) ^(fM,) = *(A.i.) = - •
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